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CCNPP3COLA PEmails

From: William Johnston [wj3@comcast.net]
Sent: Monday, September 21, 2009 12:53 PM
To: Biggins, James
Cc: Peter Vogt; Bruce Gordon; James Mason; Tom Deming, Esq.; pmagnotta@ceq.eop.gov; 

Millie Kriemelmeyer; Michael Marriott; Allison Fisher
Subject: Re: No communication?

Mr. Biggins, 
  
Please understand that any annoyance to you as below, which I do regret, arises from insecurity that a decision has been made to stall, 
that is, to delay response to or acknowledgement of our concerns of record in recent emails, if I might include here Peter Vogt and 
Bruce Gordon mentioned earlier. We are interested citizens concerned that the NRC in its decision to now again proceed with the 
eis, after delay from the '08March scoping meeting back when a '09March draft eis was scheduled, due to some additional information 
having been subsequently requested from CCNPP3 applicants, does not inspire confidence that the NRC intends to husband a fair, 
substantive and viable eis. To restart the process now, on the basis of that stale, uninformed by  a year and a half of history in some of 
the most rapidly developing of all technical and social capabilities including areas directly pertinent to the eis, is to potentially 
significantly handicap the final product. Confidence is further eroded by examination of the nearly unusable form of the transcripts 
and other points, as failure to provide reasonable support for public participation in this case, which we can get into later. I can include 
that in an email soon, if of interest now. 
  
For now, could you provide a brief summary of what that additional information (which caused the delay) involved, particularly any 
parts with potentially greater environmental significance? (As participants in a related state PSC permit process, PSC9127, 
we expect that involved the cooling tower because there was a supplemental '09March public hearing, but there may be more?) That 
would allow us to assess potential environmental effects associated with the structures and processes in the additional 
information, which you stated are the only candidates for "possible" consideration at this time for the draft eis. We now have at least 
two candidates in this air effects class to submit to you, after some thought, how about a week? After we receive your summary, there 
may be more, so maybe you could send it in a few days? It seems that the delay was long enough to trigger public announcement of a 
supplemental (and, as we urge, brand-new) scoping public meeting. 
  
If new information as to initially recognized environmental issues arose during the long delay, that is particularly relevant to assessing 
alternatives and environmental effects, how can such be denied consideration for the draft eis, or better stated, how can the second step 
(the eis draft) proceed until the first step it complete and up-to-date? Delay does not inure to benefit of applicants, rather to full public 
consideration for the sake of the environment. That is the main issue to be addressed, we feel, and the main reason I proceeded to 
contact by phone the CEQ last Friday after failing with calls to you for two days.  
  
I apologize that your findings below as to points of my transcript were necessitated only due to my too-hasty online digging almost a 
month ago back into the online summary of the scoping meeting and the transcripts, when I was simply panicked, to learn just then the 
eis had not been progressing all this time and now would restart after the long delay. I had forgotten I testified in the afternoon 
session, and in vain I searched line-by-line the entire transcript of the evening session and went off half-cocked that my testimony had 
been lost. A couple days later I remembered, but have yet to get back to the afternoon transcript. Pity the online transcripts have no 
index, no easy delineation between speakers, and the annoying features of each line only extending 1/3 across my screen, then a 
number indicating that line, then another line, etc. Makes it very hard to read. There can be no justification of that raw transcript as 
necessary to satisfy legal requirements, maybe instead it is just a matter of how things were done before internet, before apparently 
badly needed rethinking to at least enable public participation. (Paragraphs can be numbered, and sentences within each paragraph 
either expressly or impliedly numbered, restarting in each paragraph. Then an online text file such as a transcript would word wrap 
onto each person's screen, yet each portion would be uniquely and easily referenced. That should take care of all legal requirements?) 
  
Later I also remembered that I had actually managed, after receiving email notice over a year ago that the transcripts were available 
online, to get to an online file with them. I'm not certain if it was the same hard-to-use file above, since I did carefully read the 
transcript of my testimony and was terribly disappointed. At several spots a key word was garbled, significantly impacting meaning to 
the point of nullifying the information sought to be conveyed. I amended that (indicating changes) minimally and returned it by reply 
to one of the emails I had received notifying me as to eis matters, as I remember, but never heard anything back. I remember thinking 
later to myself, why do they send out emails you cannot reply to. Public participation needs nurturing, yet we have yet to think through 
how to optimize this in the internet age? That first time, to get to my transcript, I had to send an email to another person, and to get 
from her I guess it is called the accession number in your ADAM system, if I remember correctly. I still am not certain how I did that 
for my hasty look just a month back, but expect it will be clear if I start at the NRC home site. I must have downloaded that file and 
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removed all the line numbers and double spacing back when I first had a careful look over a year back. Can't links be provided from 
the scoping summary directly to the transcripts (ADAM does not allow that)? 
  
For all such reasons and more, as per my phone message to you this morning, last Friday I contacted Patrick Magnotta, Deputy 
Associate Director for NEPA oversight in CEQ, to whom I briefly conveyed our main issue above, though I did mention also 
deficiencies as my own testimony. Though I will double check all the latter soon and get back, at this point I thing at least one of my 
issues failed to get through: that nuclear is not a "clean energy" as are sun and wind, due to heat waste, long-term radioactive waste, 
entrainment losses, deposition to air and water of materials including those initially toxic, though not all those words were offered 
then. We have a chance to get Units 1&2 off the Bay, that is, to stop abusing 3.5 billion gallons of Chesapeake Bay water a day which 
is spit out spent in many regards, if they go to cooling tower for the next 20 years of their just-extended lives, unless the cooling tower 
for the new unit would prevent a second cooling tower onsite. That possibility must also be addressed in the eis, now from 
the getgo with a new scoping meeting. With global warming, how many years more will rockfish come so far south as the Chesapeake 
Bay to spawn? Would eliminating that waste heat buy a few years? 
  
There are other new issues. The Obama administration has reversed Bush's of automatically asserting maximum federal preemption 
at every opportunity, giving rise to state rights and responsibilities not only as to nuclear waste but also geologic faults. We raised the 
latter issue in the state proceeding, based on one of us discovering publication of a potential fault no farther than maybe a mile from 
the site. It was interesting to see this cited by NIRS in the scoping meeting transcript (and summary of issues?). It was depressing to 
scan the old testimony of local elected officials unanimously supporting the nuclear alternative. Would they be equally 
dismissive today of the potential of clean alternatives? No one understands state vs. federal ownership of/responsibility for nuclear 
wastes, particularly how wastes from the old units might be different from wastes from the new unit in this regard.       
  
Thank you for your consideration. I will try to call midweek, or you might email me, just so I feel we are in touch. 
  
W. Johnston      
  
  
----- Original Message -----  
From: "Biggins, James" <James.Biggins@nrc.gov> 
To: "William Johnston" <wj3@comcast.net> 
Sent: Friday, September 18, 2009 5:27 PM 
Subject: RE: No communication? 
 
 
Mr. Johnston, 
 
I am currently out of the office, and I do not entirely understand the  
urgency of your calls.  However, I have gathered the information you  
requested.  You were unable to find exactly where your comments were located  
in the transcript from the public scoping meeting and where in the scoping  
report your comments were addressed by the staff. 
 
The public scoping meeting transcript can be accessed through the NRC public  
website as we discussed during our phone call using ADAMS number  
ML081160460.  The scoping summary report can be found in ADAMS using  
ML082630585. 
 
In the transcript of the public meeting, your comments can be found starting  
on pages 34 and 103. 
In the scoping summary report, your comments were addressed on pages 54, 62,  
64, and 80. 
 
If there is anything else you need, please let me know.  I will be out of  
the office for the next week. 
 
-James Biggins 
Senior Attorney 
Office of the General Counsel 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
(301) 415-6305 
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________________________________________ 
From: William Johnston [wj3@comcast.net] 
Sent: Friday, September 18, 2009 9:56 AM 
To: Biggins, James 
Subject: No communication? 
 
James Biggins, Esq., 
 
I seem to have no luck getting through to you on the phone after about 6  
calls yesterday throughout the day and two already this morning, and you  
have not responded to my two emails to you since our conference phone call  
last Friday I think it was with Laura Quinn and Bob Schaff, nor to a third  
email I copied you on with relevant info. I could easily resend all three,  
if requested. I have a couple questions and hope to hear from you ASAP. 
 
W. Johnston 
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